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Memo
To: Tracey Nicholson

From: Lesley Riddle, Director of Public Works

Date: June 25, 2018

Re: DPW Vehicle and Equipment Purchases FY2109

The purpose of this memorandum is to request the Mayor and Council approve the purchase of two (2) vehicles and 
two (2) pieces of equipment for the Department of Public Works for FY19. 

Background

During our review of the FY2018 budget we assessed our current fleet of vehicles at Public Works.  We found 
that overall many of our vehicles and equipment are at or beyond the recommended depreciation.  
Additionally, we must accommodate new City programs and staffing for FY19. 

Vehicle Requests

A significant FY19 budget goal that was supported by the Hyattsville Environmental Committee, and the City Council 
was the expansion of our current composting program. The intension is to expand the number of compost pickups 
from 100 single family homes, to 200 single family homes. This will require the purchase of a new trash truck to service 
the additional new residents composting in the City. Staff is recommending that we purchase a smaller more versatile 
and energy efficient truck to accomplish expanding this program. The truck that is recommended for purchase is an 
Isuzu Cab-over with an 8-yard Load-Master refuge packer. Purchasing this truck will allow us to not only expand the 
compost program, but effectively service the BigBelly expansion, and offer increased efficiencies to our yard waste 
pickup. The cost of this vehicle will not exceed $106,000.00, which is half the cost of a standard trash truck, and we 
will be purchasing off the District of Columbia, NJPA rider with Johnson Truck Center. 

The FY19 budget also has new staff and new programs beginning within the Department of Public Works. A new 
Assistant Project Manager will be hired to assist the Department with the management of major projects and various 
other project related functions. Currently, there is only two vehicles in the Administration Division, a twelve (12) year 
old depreciated Chevrolet truck and a five (5) year old Ford Escape. We will need an additional vehicle to 
accommodate new staff in Project Management, and new programs in the Solid Waste Division. Staff recommends 
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the purchase of a 2018 Ford Explorer Utility vehicle the cost not to exceed $34,000.00, we will be purchasing off the 
Anne Arundel County Blanket Contract 5274-OB with Heritage Fleet Services, Inc.

Equipment Request

During the FY18 leaf season last year we were unable to successfully keep up with the volume of leaves and resident 
leaf pickup requests due to down time on the existing leaf equipment in operation. DPW currently has three leaf 
vacuum units that are all over twenty (20) years old. Staff recommends the purchase of two new leaf vacuums the 
cost not to exceed $114,000.00 from Old Dominion Brush Company, we will be purchasing off the NJPA Contract 
#041247.   

Summary 

Due to staff and Council support we have been able to successfully continue the upgrade of our DPW fleet. However, 
the average age of our vehicles and equipment remains at lower than normal deprecation rate due to a moratorium 
on purchasing from 2009 to 2013. It is critical for DPW to continue a moderate, but deliberate replacement schedule 
of vehicles and equipment to maintain and improve City services to our residents. 


